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          WebViewer Version:

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)?

No

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos?

No

Are you using the WebViewer server?

No

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?

No

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

No

Is your issue related to annotations?

Yes

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

I got wrong paragraphId and flowId based on this sample:

https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/samples/js/TextExtractTest (example4Advanced)

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

I’m uploading a text pdf to webviewer and I wonder to detect text paragraphs based on the sample above, that gives me paragraphId of each line from the pdf.

The code from the sample works well, but getting wrong flowId and paragraphId.

I’m testing with this file:

test from illustrator.pdf (797.3 KB)

In that file I have 7 different paragraphs, but with the sample code it detect 8 paragraphs, and some of those paragraphs are separated, like the ones that have break line inside the paragraph.

this is a picture from the wevViewer of what I got.


[image: image]
image777×787 23.1 KB



and finally this is a picture from illustrator where I create the PDF.


[image: image]
image611×655 4.8 KB



        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Is it possible to use textSearchInit to search for a list of terms?
                    


                    Display existing annotation in pdftron webviewer
                    

                    How do i use updateRasterizerOptions API in pdftron?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Extracting text from PDF documents using JavaScript
	Extracting text from a PDF using JavaScript
	JavaScript PDF Digital Signature Library - Signature tool
	Code samples to edit PDFs using JavaScript

APIs:	LoadAsPDF
	Core. PartRetrievers - file
	Core. WebViewerServerAnnotationManager - webViewerServerAnnotationsEnabled

Forums:	Sample Code is not existed in this demo link
	Could not load type 'APPortalUI.Web.HttpHandler.PdfHttpHandler’
	Get text tags in PDF Webviewer
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          Can you post here what result you are getting and what it should be?
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          Current result

current-result.html (2.0 KB)

Expected result

expected-result.html (2.0 KB)

The lines: - start of block

- paragraph 1

- end of block

should belong to the same paragraph ID as they are created in one text block.

I hope you understand me, if not let me know [image: :wink:]
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          We cannot open the html file, can you send us image files?
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